Migrant ship here: quarantined

30 NEW CASES ABOARD, MORE EXPECTED

Ambulances told, "stand by today"

THE Scandinavian migrant ship Anna Salen anchored in the bay yesterday with 30 more of its children passengers suffering from measles.

Ambulances will stand by today to rush the victims to Fairfield Infectious Diseases Hospital. Health authorities say they expect more cases to develop.

Dr F. R. Kerr, Deputy Commissioner of Health, said last night that the position among the children aboard the ship was considered serious.

Dr Kerr said it was hard to judge the extent of the epidemic, but an immediate isolation would be taken to stop it from spreading.

The scow was transferred to the Federal Quarantine Station, Footscray, early this morning, and has been held for six hours, before being allowed to dock at the quay.

The 240 passengers from the ship — 160 women, 60 children, 20 men — all had measles, and the girls and tiny children were the worst affected.

The women and older children had about 95, the tiny children 70 per cent, and none of the men had the illness.

Measles is highly contagious and can be easily transmitted through contact, or by airborne droplets from the nose and mouth.

The first child to show symptoms was the skipper, and was isolated at the foot of the steps leading to the crew quarters.

The first child to show symptoms yesterday was the skipper, and was isolated at the foot of the steps leading to the crew quarters.

Motor-cycles kill three, injure nine

MOTOR-CYCLISTS were heavily involved in weekend's accident death list.

Scottish clans will a be there

London (AM) — A gathering of Scottish clansmen, including some 200 who live in Britain, assembled in Horse Guards on Friday night to listen to a speech by Chief of the Scottish Guards, Sir S. R. S. MacGregor, C.M.G., who was speaking from the balcony.

Masterpiece found after 432 years

A Masterpiece of the 18th century, "Butterfly" with the name of "Butterfly" was found in a drawer in the museum of the historical mają, of the city of Glendine.

Easy, Exio, don't be cruel!

New York (AP) — Exio, the New York Aquarium's great white shark, was thrown out of his tank by a herd of horses as they leaped over the railings.

Coughs & colds

COUGHS & COLDs

Migrants saved £415 in year: lost it all on train trip

SYDNEY: A Polish migrant labourer and his wife who lost £415 on an electric train yesterday saved all the money since they arrived in Australia 10 months ago.

The 30-year-old man and his wife, who came from Poland, arrived at the city yesterday on the first of their eight return trips to their home in New South Wales.

They were on their way to buy new shoes.

Night guard for KC

PETROL PRICE UP 3½d TODAY

A highly secret four hour conference of State Prices Ministers yesterday agreed to a rise of 3½d a gallon in the price of petrol from today.

The rise will not, however, cause any increase in tax on the charges of metropolitan bus fares, said Mr Harry, chairman of the Commonwealth Licensed Vehicles Commission.

The price increase will have the effect of reducing the price list of petrol by 3½d a gallon, brought about to prevent the price rise from being passed on to consumers.

The increase will raise the price of petrol by 3½d a gallon, bringing the total price to 4s. 3½d a gallon.

The rise has been granted to offset the effects of varying conditions.

Other rises deferred

HARROGATE: The price of gas is being held at the present level, which is 3½d a gallon, because of the increase in the cost of production.

There has been a recent rise in the petrol price in the United Kingdom.

The price of gas has been allowed to rise to 3½d a gallon this week.

There has been a recent rise in the petrol price in the United Kingdom.